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News of the universe 
 

Shift Update 1- 30/9 

29 August 2019 Jada Alesandra Seidl Jada privat 

September - dynamic hyperenergetic planetary combination cycle of the inner universe and its liberating truth - 

expression of your self. 

 

The voyage into even deeper reaches of your inner universe begins with the second new moon virgin, at 6°46' on 30/8 

and her fusion with Mars. A universal current that carries you deeper and deeper into your self - inside and out. 

 

Remember, all intention of creation surrounds you as an individual in the vastness of the cosmos, in the sky of your 

solar system as well as in your human reality - all intention is coupled to the highest soul expression of all creation. 

 

With each pulsar of light something happens in your inner being and is aligned with this expression of perfection. 

 

Much of the last few weeks may seem threatening in the human view of existence. But exactly this drifting apart of 

accustomed systems and structures on a spiritual and physical level and interactions with other souls leads you to 

leave your comfort zone. Surrender to the universal/cosmic heart current and its indispensable wide opening. 

 

If you take in the energetic currents of the individuals of this hyperencoding new moon (efficiency 29 days - 28/9) and 

look at them through the eyes of the human mind, you will mostly see destruction. If you can, despite all your 

physical and mental experiences of the last months of this 3 year, open yourself to the deeper centers of consciousness 

of your creation, you will experience the transformation of destruction into passion and confidence (the luminous 

optimism of all worlds) of the great creative light of your reality of all your multiverse soul parts (Venus, Mercury, 

Uranus) of your very own creation itself and the interactive stellar connection to all that is. 

 

An excellent encoding within you and that of your connection to your soul tribe (Memory - Divine Geometry, the 

core, the seed of a tribe always holds 30 souls which act through all eons perpetually within you and at your side 

through all time. Even if you are not yet aware of it, cannot grasp/understand it, even here in your greatest adversaries 

the greatest collapses are your best teachers/teaching content). Special achievements require special challenges, i.e. 

changes of consciousness and extensions of perceptions need inner supernovas to solve old densities/matter. 
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September - Holy Finale - 3. Stricter connection to the pulse of the cosmic heart, an energy for accelerated entry into a 

new level of truth unknown to you - 21/9. The last two events( 13/1 and 16/6) have already made a big upheaval, a 

reorientation in you. 

 

Collapsing of body and mental level, massive geoactivities, geopolitical and social structures, relationships were the 

order of the day here.  Reflect on the events at these tipping points, what and how everything in and around you has 

changed. Have you been able to detach yourself from the lower human mind level with the ubiquitous expression and 

open yourself to the greatness of Everything What is? How much do you still cling to the illusion of matter that does 

not exist from a cosmic point of view? 

 

Self-love here is the key to comprehending the greater higher powers of the heaven of all creation. SELFLOVE by 

nature flows love into the matter of the crystalline interactive databases of all life, into the hearts of all individuals on 

this mother ship and the stellar expanse. Mindfulness here is medicine for yourself and all others, the key to the 

manifestation of reality, here you can see the difference between ego, mind and consciousness. 

 

Jupiter and Neptune, two carriers of the highest vibration for the reorientation of love, the universal unity, here take 

over all efforts to lift veils, to advance the reorientation. An effort that is only available again in 2025 (and even then 

not 3x but only 1x) in this intensity with all interacting portals and stars/people in heaven. 

 

Every action, every thought forms the reality of elementary matter. 

 

In this combination of three Neptune is in each case in his homeland the house of the fish whereby crystal-clear 

expression of the alchemical magic is set free - illusion / deception is creatively uncovered and his ethereal life breath 

and drives pulsating the heart stretch. 

 

Jupiter, also in his homeland, the House of Sagittarius, sends expansion clearly and unmistakably to the truth of 

reality. Both in combination are destructive to the levels of illusion. 

 

The fusion of the two supports the accelerated clearing of the veils and masks and reveals reality behind the scenes. 

 

TRUTH ALWAYS GIVES YOU FREEDOM 

 

Since 26/8 Pallas has been wandering into the house of Scorpio after 9 months in the house of scales.  PROblems 

(means PRO for LIFE, for YOU) can be transported to the surface with creative and wise sky vibration by deep-sea 

diving in strong waves in the ocean of the universe, THAT YOU WAS ALWAYS WARNING. Shadows and 

inferiority of dark personal human nature can/may be corrected (efficiency - mid-September) pay attention to every 

action and doing (inside and outside) in the preceding weeks. 

 

Venus in the house of the virgin and additionally in the 3er year in the last phase of the cycle Venus /Jupiter 

(beginning of January - now 15° house Sagittarius) asks you to sail so far beyond your own limits. 

 

With the first breath in September the creative encoding of the cascade of intention, will and power is accumulated, 

the flash of light- originating from the deep root of the creation core stretches the hearts, lets the soul determination 

catapult to the outer surface. September therefore distinguishes itself in conjunction with exams of the various 

teaching contents, lifts parallel with many energetic waves in the surf of solidity. Joint action of the individuals of 

planetary forces, cosmic heart portal 9/9, Sirius transfer (portal still open - less intense, dimmed than before - until the 

end of the year) in cooperation with Andromeda and heavenly action of the 9-12 dimensions, the guardians of the Fire 

of Love Seraphim, the brilliance of the lights of the wisdom of the all-seeing and carrying cherubim and the guardians 

of grace , the thrones - EE Michael guardian of the blue mother ship bundles and ground the cosmic forces. 

 

The full moon on 14/9 (CEST 06:32:48h - House of the Pisces - Harvest moon) belongs to love/friendship/family and 

acceptance. Do you accept the station where you are currently on your path? …..   For yourself, for every living being 

and the unity entangled with it. Soul connections will again activate more strongly, twin connections Compassion is 

the key to mastering individual crises personally. 

 

A south knot moon combination at 13°55' in the House of Capricorn blossoms from 18/9 with Saturn now running 

forward again. The point at which the past months of the 3rd year are being mastered and processed and some of the 

muddy depth is being driven to the surface/external surface. Remember at this moment the dynamically 

circulating/pulsating movement that takes place in everyone and everything - what you have been able to upload into 

your consciousness in terms of teaching content. 

 

Equinox - Day and Equinox 23/9 (CEST 9:50h) the wobbly wobbly structures in this process are fed from the depth of 

the universe of the Source of Creation Self with a vibration of - you are SAFE and BORGED on your evolutionary 

path - feeling of community. 

 



28/9 New Moon at 5° Libra and Uranus 5° Bull will both delegate over the House of Venus (opposite Jupiter), a few 

adjustments here, a few adjustments there, to dwell more in inner peace- through gratitude and goodness. In the whole 

solar system the sound of vibration takes on a new form of elevation. 

 

The correspondence of the change on the solid material level works mainly on the heart (alignment cosmic, galactic 

pulse), medulla oblongata (blood circulation, respiratory center, reflexes, coughing, sneezing, choking), pons (back of 

the brain, pressure and the heart). tension), mesecephalon- eyes (correction inner lens, pressure fluctuations) spinal 

canal, all glandular systems (beginning with 1. energy organ - alignment of new spin and extinction of karmic 

branding - 3. energy organ - spin alignment and tighter interweaving of antahkarana - skin irritation - (cell fusion by 

exponential light infusion. With the fire of confidence - change of senses, intensification of olfaction, sense of taste, 

tactile and auditory perception, sense of hearing. 

 

Mental Correspondence - Expansion of inner emptiness, listlessness, position of the question of meaning, creation of 

fear and panic fields (human, illusory false structural nature), anger and frustration. 

 

Correspondences always show where cosmic work is being done, the more intense the expression, the more your 

universe calls your creation, your soul to change. To strive for a revision of one's own structures and behaviors, so that 

the language of light, the evolution of all life can be transferred into the reality of your expression in everyday life and 

everything throbbing in the soul, mind, body can be climbed the path to healing, perfection.   

 

Swing days - 21., 22., 23., 24., 25., 26., 27. and 28. 

 

Portal days - 1st and 8th.   

 

Memories of the incarnation years womb to 5 years, 20-25 years, 40-44 years and 80-83. 

 

Energy prism: Creation will, free will, grace and mercy. 

 

THANK YOU for your attention - and if you feel the impulse to support this space and read the updated transparency, 

you'll find the opportunity in the top left menu bar - as well as entry into the board kitchen sofa chat 

 

J.A. 

 

Picture Source - Private (Heaven soh near- Crystal Activation 8) 
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Gratitude Donation 
 

 
we thank with much love for the plans of the New Light. 
 

 to  UniCaja:      ES04 2103 0168 28 0010073697 ,  BIC UCJAES2M 
 or  PayPal:    universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 

 
Donations are shared between the author Jada Seidel and this translation by Ralf A. Seger. 
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